Microsoft Azure TechCheck Assessment
Evaluating the Impact of Microsoft’s Cloud Infrastructure

Softchoice’s Azure TechCheck Assessment helps clients precisely evaluate how an existing
environment maps to Microsoft Azure. For clients considering migrating an entire data
center, or looking to target an existing development and test environment, the Azure
TechCheck provide the insight needed to justify projected effort supported by a formal cost
evaluation and risk analysis led by a Softchoice Azure Consultant.
The Azure TechCheck catalogs legacy silos of technology and arms clients with a fact-based
portrait of the current state environment. Softchoice combines the collected data with
technical experts spanning the data center and hybrid cloud to help plot the way forward.
Phase

Client Benefit

Discovery

•U
 sing an agent-less data collection tool to gather
an end-to-end view of the existing server/storage
infrastructure

Analysis

• S oftchoice technical experts evaluate findings and
consolidate the broad data to identify potential barriers
• S ets actionable insights that are validated with a client
findings and recommendations session
•D
 elivers a comprehensive view of impacted
infrastructure

Public Cloud Workshop
& Analysis Report

Microsoft Azure
TechCheck Summary

• R eview business demands and current issues
• R eview risks and remediation through guided data
review and recommendations
• P rovide a structured review of the Azure TechCheck
and evaluate options with a Softchoice Azure subject
matter expert
•W
 orkload summaries of data center
• R eporting on local divisions of environment,
customized to business requirements
• A basic projected cost analysis on Azure migration

Who should be involved?
Softchoice recommends clients assemble a
cross functional IT team with a senior IT leader
sponsor that provides alignment to the issues,
business drivers and guides prioritization.

Why Softchoice for Azure Planning?
• Cross-discipline expertise spanning leading
vendors in data center, hybrid cloud and public
cloud scenarios
• Architect and engineers carry over 10 year
average tenure
• Proven IaaS planning methodology to
connect on premise data center infrastructure
investments with the potential of the cloud
• Day-to-day operations for over 400 core and
hybrid infrastructure

“100% of organizations who engaged
Softchoice for Cloud Services rated Delivery
Methodology as valuable or better when
compared to alternatives.”
Source : TechValidate TVID:C2E-EBB-3CE

To arrange for a Azure TechCheck, contact your Softchoice Account Manager today and
request an appointment!
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